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Post-event press release
Russian gastronomy week in Spain – a new format of cooperation
The Russian gastronomy week organized by the International Center of Wine and Gastronomy (Moscow) with
the active support of the Russian Embassy in Spain, the Federal Agency for Tourism (Rostourizm) and the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), was held from 1 to 6 October 2015 in Madrid, Spain.

The Russian gastronomy week became the first event to demonstrate to an international audience
the possibilities of gastronomic tourism in the regions of Russia and the advantages of multifaceted
Russian cuisine.
The opening ceremony, celebrated in the Russian Embassy in Spain, gathered around 180 guests,
including officials from Spain and Russia, eminent guests from the business and cultural sector, as well
as numerous media representatives.
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At the opening, welcome speeches were held by the Ambassador of Russia to Spain Y. Korchaguin,
by the Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), T. Rifai, by the Deputy Head of
the Federal Agency for Tourism (Rostourizm) S. Korneev, and by the President of the International
Center of Wine and Gastronomy, L. Gelibterman.
During the ceremony, the National association of guardians of the gastronomic heritage and tourism
«Family hearth» (Russia) and the Association of Friends of the Royal Academy of Gastronomy (Spain)
signed a cooperation agreement. Young musicians, scholars of the Vladimir Spivakov International
Charity Foundation, A. Pokatilov and D. Kutuev, accompanied the opening ceremony with a recital.
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Held at the renowed L’Albufera restaurant located within the Meliá Castilla hotel, a team of Russian
chefs representing different regions of Russia created gastronomic masterpieces of the various
localities. in the kitchen of the famous Madrid restaurant L'Albufera in the fashionable Melia Castilla
Hotel. For example, the Ural cuisine was showcased by the chef of the city of Yekaterinburg, V.
Olkinitsky, the South Russian cuisine was presented - by the chef A. Matyukha and sous-chef
S.Novikov from the city of Krasnodar, the Tatar cuisine was presented by the chefs from Kazan R.
Kamaliev and R. Haybullov, the Volga-themed family lunch was presented by the chef A. Reuk from
Nizhny Novgorod, and the cuisine of the European North of Russia was introduced by the chef M.
Shishov from Veliky Novgorod.
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The dishes that have caused the most interest: chicken liver pate in the glaze of the northern berries
with baked apple puree; zander with nettle, baked into pancake dough, with vegetable gratin and
mushroom sauce; hot pork ham with a layer of ceps and greaves, truffle of potatoes and smoked
pear, risotto of pumpkin and carrot with cream cheese, matured apples and kvass sauce; "cheese
and sausages" dessert (pumpkin in wine caramel and chocolate mass with nuts and the condensed
milk, granite of the cornel); zur balish (traditional Tatar pie) with spelt and mutton; echpochmak
(Tatar empanadas); talkysh kaleve (Tatar dessert with honey); stewed salmon with stamped
potatoes and crayfish with “kokil” sauce; braised veal cheeks with mashed potatoes and young
green peas; and of course olivier salad. The regional gastronomic lunches and dinners were
accompanied by the natural "Baikal Pearl" water, Ivan-tea and Ustyansky juices of the Arkhangelsk
region, vodka Forty Degrees; the Tatar cuisine dinner was accompanied by a collection of
Tatspirtprom vodkas.
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A Master class on Russian wines aroused considerable interest among Spanish attendants . The
production of Russian winemakers was personally commented by H. Penin, the most famous wine
critic of the Spanish-speaking world and author of the renowned annual "Penin Guide". L. Popovich,
the president of the Union of Winegrowers of Russia (UWWR), delivered a presentation on the current
state of the Russian winemaking business. After that, H. Penin commented nine Russian wines samples
of the Krasnodar and Rostov Oblast regions, which were previously selected during a visit to Russia. L.
Gelibterman, President of the ICWAG and International judge of white spirits, gave an overview of
the history and traditions of the spirits in Russia, and presented twelve vodka and distillate samples to
assembled journalists, bloggers and experts during the master class on Russian vodkas and distillates.
The celebration of Russian vodkas continued at the Vodka Night party, which gathered many visitors
at the historic pub La Fontana de Oro at the heart of Madrid. Vodka “Forty Degrees”, both in
cocktails and dry, was the star of the night.
As part of the gastronomy week, a two-day exposition focused on Russian and Spanish gastronomy
routes, tourism and producers of food and beverages was held in the Meliá Castilla hotel. Open to
the general public, it was also attended by Spanish by Spanish officials and experts.
An investment session aimed at promoting the Russian regions was also held. Presentations included:
"Investment projects in the industry of tourism and service" presented the Russian regional projects
"Viking Park" (Veliky Novgorod), "Neva fish" (St. Petersburg), "Gastronomic tour: from the king's house
to the peasant's hut" (Leningrad region) and the "Cuisine of Russian classics" (Nizhny Novgorod). G.
Kurochkina, Russian trade representative in Spain, and E. Churina, chairman of the expert community
of Agency of Innovative Development of Regions, moderated the session.
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The Russian gastronomy week successfully concluded with a gala dinner presenting, once again, the
astounding heritage of Russian cuisine.

The detailed program of the Week is available at the website www.rusgw.com.
Information about the organizer: "International Center of Wine and Gastronomy” (ICWAG) was founded in Moscow in 2007.
During the existence of the ICWAG it was organized and conducted more than 10 large-scale international festivals and
forums. ICWAG partners are located in more than 50 countries in Europe, North and South America, Asia, Africa, Australia and
Oceania, as well as in 25 regions of Russia. ICWAG is an affiliate member of the UNWTO. Website www.icwag.ru
Additional information about the Russian gastronomy week in Spain:
ICWAG, pr.icwag@gmail.com, tel./fax: +7 (499) 729-7490.

